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In just minutes from now you can learn a proven guitar system that no other guitar book will ever

teach you.  Did you know that 90% of all guitar methods are not teaching how the pros learned? 

Ten years ago I was teaching a guitar student at my school. He wanted to learn a very popular

guitar tune all the kids were raving about. As I proceeded to listen to the tune I realized it had certain

chords and techniques that any beginner should know.  Like a good monkey, I grabbed the current

guitar book I was teaching with and tried to look for the guitar chords and techniques. Would you

believe it, that lame guitar book I was using didn't even have these basic chords. I looked for other

popular guitar method books and to my surprise they didn't even have it.  My mind was blown.  How

could I have missed this??  All students want to learn the top guitar tunes, not "Mary Had a Little

Lamb" or Twinkle, Twinkle", but the current popular guitar books I was teaching from were not

complete. They lacked the basic guitar techniques that every beginner should know. As a working

professional musician in Los Angeles I should've been ashamed of teaching these flawed guitar

methods to my students.  So I put on my fedora hat and grabbed my whip and went on a adventure

to create "The Only Beginners Guitar You'll Ever Need!"  Here's a small sample of what you'll learn. 

1. All 15 basic guitar chords every beginner should know. (Most guitar methods are incomplete.) 2.

Play in different styles, including rock, blues, latin, folk, and classical if you're old school. 3. Covers

standard notation and tablature. 4. Plus eighth notes and rests. (All beginner books do not cover this

topic.) 5. Ten Smoking original songs to impress your friends or your dog. 6. Tons of visual images

for those who don't like to read much. (Most books have too much text.) 7. And Yes, even music

theory for you nerds.   This is the real deal my friend.  If you're just a hobbyist and want to learn a

few guitar chords and songs... Then I totally understand.  This book isn't for you.  Most people won't

be able to handle a method this hardcore.  Now with over 3,000 satisfied customers,  "This book

beats any YouTube video any day." -Amelia Wallace-  So go ahead and click on the "buy buttonâ€•

now.
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I wanted to learn to play guitar.But I always try to learn self study. So,I was Luckily because One

day I received this by chance.WoW, wonderful.Now, This book teach me everything how to string,

tune,and hold the guitar. I am glad to say, this is easy to read and understand.Actually,Anyone who

doesn't know how to play guitar, this book will help to learn it better.The explanations are excellent

for self-instruction for the guitar. I recommend this book to the beginners.

I wanted to try playing the guitar and decided to pick up this book. It was just perfect for me since

I'm a total beginner. This book is easy to follow, complete with well-written, simple instructions and

helpful illustrations. I first started with learning the basic guitar chords, and within a matter of days I

had learned them. There is other information in this book that I found very useful like the finger

exercises and the strumming patterns. This book beats any YouTube video any day.

An excellent guitar playing manual which is so easy to read. Anyone who doesn't know how to play

guitar, this book will help to learn it better. For beginners, it's an ultimate book which consists of

many instructions. The book is well written and simple to follow.

I basically don't need to waste my time searching good guitar lessons video on YouTube, this book

covers it all!Totally recommended

Well written, and very straight forward. I recommend this to anyone who is in any way intimidated by

learning guitar. Perfect for beginners indeed!

I do not recommend this book for anyone who has never picked up a guitar before. It is VERY hard

to follow or understand once you get past the first couple pages and into the exercises.

Good book for beginners. Wouldn't be worth a hill of beans without the website.



very easy to understand and put into practice
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